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Glossary 
Physical 
displacement 

Loss of residential land, or loss of shelter and assets resulting from the acquisition of land 
associated with the project that requires the affected person(s) to move to another 
location. 

Economic 
displacement 

Loss of income streams or means of livelihood resulting from land acquisition or 
obstructed access to resources (land, water, or forest) resulting from the construction or 
operation of a project or its associated facilities.  

Allowance Cash paid in respect of losses or resettlement-related expenses other than losses of 
immoveable assets. For example, tenants can be provided with a cash allowance to 
support their effort to secure alternative housing. A moving allowance can be paid to 
people who have to relocate as a result of project land access. An allowance should be 
distinguished from compensation, which is intended to cater for the loss of an 
immoveable asset. 

Resettlement Relates to all cases of land acquisition and compensation for loss of assets, whether it 
involves actual relocation, loss of land, shelter, assets, economic displacement or other 
means of livelihood and includes all the measures taken to mitigate any and all adverse 
impacts of the Project on PAP’s property and/or livelihood, including compensation, 
relocation (where relevant), and rehabilitation. 

Involuntary 
resettlement 

ESS5 of the World Bank recognizes that project-related land acquisition and restrictions 
on land use can have adverse impacts on communities and persons. Project-related land 
acquisition or restrictions on land use may cause physical displacement (relocation, loss 
of residential land, or loss of shelter), economic displacement (loss of land, assets, or 
access to assets leading to loss of income sources or other means of livelihood), or both. 
The term “involuntary resettlement” refers to these impacts. Resettlement is considered 
involuntary when affected persons or communities do not have the right to refuse land 
acquisition or restrictions on land use that result in displacement. This occurs in cases of 
expropriation or restrictions on land use based on eminent domain and negotiated 
settlements in which the buyer can resort to expropriation. Resettlement understood as 
a compensation measure is often used in a broad sense that covers all forms of 
compensation, not only those entailing physical relocation to replacement housing. 

Land “Land” includes anything growing on or permanently affixed to land, such as crops, 
buildings and other improvements, and appurtenant water bodies. 

Land acquisition “Land acquisition” refers to all methods of obtaining land for project purposes, which 
may include outright purchase, expropriation of property, and acquisition of access 
rights, such as easements or rights of way. Land acquisition may also include: 
(a) acquisition of unoccupied or unutilized land whether or not the landholder relies 
upon such land for income or livelihood purposes; (b) repossession of public land that is 
used or occupied by individuals or households; and (c) project impacts that result in land 
being submerged or otherwise rendered unusable or inaccessible.  

Land Access The ability to use land and other natural resources, to control the resources and to 
transfer the rights to the land and take advantage of other opportunities.  

Restrictions on 
land use 

It refers to limitations or prohibitions on the use of agricultural, residential, commercial, 
or other land that is directly introduced and put into effect as part of the project. These 
may include restrictions on access to legally designated parks and protected areas, 
restrictions on access to other common property resources, restrictions on land use 
within utility easements, or safety zones. 

Livelihood It refers to the full range of means that individuals, families, and communities utilize to 
make a living, such as wage-based income, agriculture, fishing, foraging, other natural 
resource-based livelihoods, petty trade, and bartering. 

Livelihood 
Restoration 

The term includes all efforts to be undertaken to assist PAPs impacted by physical or 
economical displacement to improve their livelihoods and standards of living or at least 
to restore to level before displacement or to level prior to the beginning of project 
implementation, whichever is higher.  

Forced eviction the permanent or temporary removal against the will of individuals, families, and/or 
communities from the homes and/or land which they occupy without the provision of, 
and access to, appropriate forms of legal and other protection, including all applicable 
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procedures and principles in this ESS 

Replacement cost Replacement cost is defined as a method of valuation yielding compensation sufficient to 
replace assets, plus necessary transaction costs associated with asset replacement. 
Where functioning markets exist, replacement cost is the market value as established 
through independent and competent real estate valuation, plus transaction costs. Where 
functioning markets do not exist, replacement cost may be determined through 
alternative means, such as calculation of output value for land or productive assets, or 
the undepreciated value of replacement material and labor for construction of structures 
or other fixed assets, plus transaction costs. 

Security of tenure Security of tenure” means that resettled individuals or communities are resettled to a 
site that they can legally occupy, where they are protected from the risk of eviction and 
where the tenure rights provided to them are socially and culturally appropriate. 

Entitlement Resettlement entitlements with respect to a particular eligibility category are the sum 
total of compensation and other forms of assistance provided to displaced persons in the 
respective eligibility category. [3] 

Cut-off Date  The date that establishes eligibility for compensation and other benefits related to land 
acquisition. The date refers to the commencement of date of the census of persons and 
inventory of assets affected by the Project. If (a) person(s) should occupy the project 
area after the cut-off date, they will not be eligible for compensation and/or 
resettlement assistance. Similarly, fixed assets (such as built structures, crops, fruit trees, 
and woodlots) established after the cut-off date will not be compensated. The Borrower 
will establish a cut-off date for eligibility. Information regarding the cut-off date will be 
well documented and will be disseminated throughout the project area at regular 
intervals in written and (as appropriate) non-written forms and in relevant local 
languages. This will include posted warnings that persons settling in the project area 
after the cut-off date may be subject to removal. 

Environmental and 
Social Framework 

The framework that defines E&S activities that the Borrower and Implementing Agencies 
will have to implement to meet World Bank standards. 
 

Land-Based The term “land-based” includes livelihood activities such as rotational cropping and 
grazing of livestock as well as the harvesting of natural resources. 

Eligibility “Eligibility” refers to criteria identifying which affected persons are entitled to receive 
compensation, resettlement assistance and/or other benefits as a result of resettlement. 
Usually established either by law or via policies. 

Footprint Land that is directly affected by the project and has to be acquired (per the definition of 
land acquisition in this glossary). 

Informal Right 
Holder 

Person or group of persons recognized by custom, unwritten rules, or other socially 
accepted processes as holding certain ownership or usufruct rights over an asset or 
resource, although these usufruct rights are neither formalized in a legal document such 
as a title nor officially registered.  
Informal ownership or occupation of agricultural land may or may not enjoy a certain 
level of recognition in written law. Land-tenure legislation in some jurisdictions does 
recognize customary community rights over land or other resources and formally 
empowers traditional institutions to informally manage these resources. Other 
jurisdictions ignore customary rights completely. 
Informality of occupation or ownership is not a black-and-white situation: informal right 
holders may be illegal from the standpoint of some authorities and legal or even 
encouraged for others (both of which can be the case for roadside businesses above). 
As opposed to informal right holders: Formal right holders include those people with a 
formal title to land and/or other immoveable assets (typically a registered ownership 
deed). 
Squatters include those people whose occupation is recognized neither by law nor by 
socially accepted processes: for example, opportunistic settlers that move into an area 
after it has been lawfully and broadly declared prohibited for settlement. 

Affected Persons Person (whether natural or legal) experiencing either physical or economic displacement. 
See also project-affected person. 
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Project-Affected 
Person (PAP) 

Same as Affected Person 

Resettlement 
Action Plan (RP) 
 

Refers to the document consistent with the principles and objectives ESS5 and with the 
RF. 

Vulnerable Groups Vulnerable or at-risk groups include people who, by virtue of gender, ethnicity, age, 
physical or mental disability, economic disadvantage, or social status may be more 
adversely affected by displacement than others and who may be limited in their ability to 
claim or take advantage of resettlement assistance and related development benefits. 
Vulnerable groups in the context of displacement also include people living below the 
poverty line, the landless, the elderly, women - and children-headed households, ethnic 
minorities, natural resource - dependent communities, or other displaced persons who 
may not be protected through national land compensation or land titling legislation. 

Compensation Payment in cash or in kind for loss of an immoveable asset or a resource that is acquired 
or affected by the project. It is typically understood to include all forms of compensation, 
including the provision of replacement land and housing. In some jurisdictions, 
compensation in cash is referred to as indemnification to distinguish it from other forms 
of compensation. For better clarity, compensation should be used only in the context of 
the loss of an immoveable asset. It does not include allowances paid or provided for 
various inconveniences not directly related to the loss of an immoveable asset or 
vulnerability, nor should it include livelihood- restoration allowances or activities. 

Area of Influence The project area of influence encompasses, as appropriate: The area likely to be affected 
by: (i) the project and the client’s activities and facilities that are directly owned, 
operated or managed (including by contractors) and that are a component of the project 
(ii) impacts from unplanned but predictable developments caused by the project that 
may occur later or at a different location; or (iii) indirect project impacts on biodiversity 
or on ecosystem services upon which Affected Communities’ livelihoods are dependent. 

Expropriation Expropriation” refers to a dispossession or a limitation of ownership rights on property 
with compensation pursuant to market value of the property. 

Restrictions on 
Land Use:  

“Restrictions on land use” refers to limitations or prohibitions on the use of agricultural, 
residential, commercial or other land that are directly introduced and put into effect as 
part of the project. These may include restrictions on access to legally designated parks 
and protected areas, restrictions on access to other common property resources, and 
restrictions on land use within utility easements or safety zones. 
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1. Introduction 
This Resettlement Framework (RF) is developed for the Turkey Climate Smart and Competitive Growth in Agri-

food Value Chains which is implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MoAF) on behalf of 

Government of Turkey (GT) and funded by World Bank (WB).  

a. Project Overview 
The project development objective is to support the use of climate-smart approaches in a range of agri-food 

value chains and strengthen capacity for agricultural land-use planning in Turkey.  

The proposed project will support GoT to achieve improved productivity and climate resilience, higher 

resource-use efficiencies, and improved environmental performance through improvements in the livelihood 

opportunities for farm enterprises and other value chain stakeholders and contributions to national 

environmental policy objectives. 

The project will address these issues through interventions focusing on: (i) enhancing capacities for land-use 

planning and supporting soil health; (ii) improving agricultural data; (iii) supporting climate-resilient productive 

infrastructure; (iv) building awareness and supporting validation of climate-smart technologies and practices 

(including digital technologies) available to farm enterprises and other value-chain actors; (v) supporting data 

collection and analysis to improve decision making by farmers and stakeholders; (vi) supporting public-private 

partnerships for technology adoption and improved market access; (vi) strengthening service provision and the 

overall digital network ecosystem in agriculture in Turkey; and (vii) enhancing monitoring capabilities to assess 

the impact and benefits of climate smart technologies/practices. 

The project will be implemented through three components and their sub-components:  

 Component 1: Institutional Capacity Strengthening for Smart Agri-food Policy, Planning, and 

Investments 

o Sub-Component 1.1: Enhanced sectoral land-use planning 

o Sub-Component 1.2: MoAF digital blueprint for sectoral information collection and 

management 

 Component 2: Investments for Enhanced Productivity, Resource-Efficiency, and Climate Resilience 

o Sub-Component 2.1: Strengthening climate resilience, productivity, and resource-use 

efficiency in vegetable value chains. 

 Sub-Component 2.1a: Modernization of small-scale greenhouse production. 

 Sub-Component 2.1b: Pilot model for clustering greenhouse production around an 

efficient energy source (geothermal energy). 

o Sub-Component 2.2: Promoting the adoption of climate-smart agricultural technologies/ 

practices across agri-food value chains 

o Sub-Component 2.3: Enhancing the productivity and green profile of the dairy value chain in 

Turkey (focusing on cattle). 

o Sub-Component 2.4: Research and innovations to support climate smart agriculture (CSA). 

 Sub-Component 2.4a: Implementing the PFS-Climate action research initiative. 

 Sub-Component 2.4b: Reducing animal production pressures on water pollution and 

GHG emissions 

 Component 3: Project Management, Monitoring, and Evaluation 

Among the above project components, land acquisition might be required only for the infrastructure 

investments of sub-component 2.1b and manure and biogas facilities of 2.4b, which might bring permanent or 

temporary restriction(s) on access to land, right of easement and removal of assets and structures from the 

land issues. Physical displacement of people is not expected.  

The summary of project components, sub-components, proposed activities, supports, type of work, locations 

and whether the activities require land acquisition or not are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Summary of the project activities 

Components Sub-Components Implementing 
Agency 

Proposed Activities Supports Type of Work Locations Land 
acquisition 

Component 1: 
Institutional Capacity 
Strengthening for Smart 
Agri-food Policy, Planning, 
and Investments 

Sub-Component 1.1: 
Enhanced sectoral land-
use planning 

TRGM Supporting the  

 implementation of the soil surveys 

 soil laboratory analyses 

Non-consulting services  Field work 

 Laboratory work 

Country 
wide 

N/A 

Establishment and strengthening of the 
integrated digital national soil and land 
information system (including 
production of thematic maps) 

 Specialized consulting 
services 

 Acquisition of software 
/hardware/equipment 

 Training 

Office work Ankara N/A 

Sub-Component 1.2: 
MoAF digital blueprint for 
sectoral information 
collection and 
management 

TRGM 
 

Strengthening the infrastructure for 
collecting agricultural data 
 
Supporting the development and 
implementation of an overarching 
strategy for improving agricultural 
statistics 

 Specialized consulting 
services 

 Acquisition of software 
/hardware/equipment 

 Training 

Office work Based in 
Ankara 

N/A 

Component 2: 
Investments for Enhanced 
Productivity, Resource-
Efficiency, and Climate 
Resilience 

Sub-Component 2.1: 
Strengthening climate 
resilience, productivity, 
and resource-use 
efficiency in vegetable 
value chains 

BÜGEM a. Modernization of small-scale 
greenhouse production 

 Infrastructure investments 

 Acquisition of materials 
/equipment (roofing, A/C, 
ventilation, etc.) 

 Training 

 Civil work 
o upgrading greenhouse 

infrastructure 

 Office work 

Adana, 
Antalya, 
Aydın and 
in other 
sub-
regions to 
be 
determine
d. 

N/A 
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Components Sub-Components Implementing 
Agency 

Proposed Activities Supports Type of Work Locations Land 
acquisition 

BÜGEM b. Pilot model for clustering 
greenhouse production around 
geothermal energy 

 Zone planning 

 Geological surveys 

 Basic enabling structure 

 Modernizing or building new 
greenhouses 

 Office work  

 Field work  

 Civil works (Group 1) 
o drilling wells, 
o pumping stations, 
o geothermal energy 

transmission pipelines 
o electricity network and 

backup power lines 
o water supply and 

sanitation network 
o IT infrastructure 
o foundation drainage 

connection lines 

 Civil works (Group 2) 
o modernizing or building 

new greenhouses 

2 sites 
selected to 
be 
selected 
amongst 
14 sites 

Yes  
(for civil 
works under 
group 1) 
 

Sub-Component 2.2: 
Promoting the adoption 
of climate-smart 
agricultural technologies / 
practices across agri-food 
value chains 

TRGM Adoption of digitally enabled 
technologies and solutions 

 Acquisition of equipment / 
machinery and related 
goods,  

 License fees for remote 
sensing cloud-based 
analytical services  

 Small works associated with 
installation of specialized lab 
equipment 

 Training 

Office work  Country 
wide 

N/A 

Sub-Component 2.3: 
Enhancing the 
productivity and green 
profile of the dairy value 
chain in Turkey 

HAYGEM Supporting the implementation of a 
Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) 
program 

 Acquisition of equipment for 
dairy farms and related data 
analytics  

 Technical backstopping 
(consultant services, 
training) 

Office work Country 
wide 

N/A 

Sub-Component 2.4: 
Research and innovations 
to support climate smart 
agriculture (CSA) 

TAGEM  
 

a. Implementing the PFS-Climate action 
research initiative 

   N/A 

TRGM b. Reducing animal production 
pressures on water pollution and GHG 
emissions 

 Office work 
Civil works 

 Manure collection 
system 

 Biogas generation 
system 

 Yes  
(for civil works 
under group 
1) 
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Components Sub-Components Implementing 
Agency 

Proposed Activities Supports Type of Work Locations Land 
acquisition 

Component 3: 
Project Management, 
Monitoring, and Evaluation 

 ABDGM Performing project management, 
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 
functions 

Capacity Development Office work Ankara N/A 
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b. Land Acquisition for the Project 
 

Among the above project components, land acquisition might be required only for the infrastructure 

investments of sub-component 2.1b and manure and biogas facilities of 2.4b, which might bring permanent or 

temporary restriction(s) on access to land, right of easement and removal of assets and structures from the 

land issues.  

However, specific details such as the area, location and ownership status of lands for sub-projects that are 

most likely to result in land acquisition are not known at the time of drafting this Resettlement Framework. 

Thus, initial internal discussions and the scope provided in the Project Appraisal Document (PAD) have been 

taken into consideration for determining whether land take would be required under sub-components. Physical 

displacement of people is not expected.  

This RF describes anticipated project impacts, the legal framework for expropriation, types of project-affected 

persons, entitlements and compensation, and the steps that XX will coordinate the activities of XX will carry out 

land acquisition and land take when deemed necessary and XX will ensure that Resettlement Plans (RPs) are 

developed during implementation in compliance with the World Bank’s ESS5. For the assessment of previous 

land take and legacy issues Ex-Post Social Audits may also need to be carried out in line with RF. The RF has 

been prepared based on applicable Turkish laws and with the World Bank’s ESS5. In the event of any conflict 

between national legislation and the provisions RF/ESS5, the provisions of ESS5 will prevail. This framework will 

serve as a guide for preparing the RP(s) that will address land-based impacts of each Project component once 

their locations and specific impacts are defined in addition to providing guidance for the Ex-Post Social Audits 

that may be prepared for past land acquisition cases. 

Expected land acquisition situation as per the project components and sub-projects is anticipated as follows, 

indicating respective RP per ESS5. 

Table 2. Possible Land Acquisition/Access Restrictions and RP Requirements 

Project Components Possible land acquisition/access 
restriction impacts 

RP requirement per ESS5 

   

 

c. Objectives of RF 
During the implementation of the Project, involuntary resettlement will be avoided in line with ESS5. If 

unavoidable, it will be minimized and appropriate measures to mitigate adverse impacts on displaced persons 

(and on host communities receiving displaced persons) will be carefully planned and implemented.  

According to ESS5, once the sub-projects are defined, IAs will benefit from this framework to develop a sub-

project specific Resettlement Plan proportionate to potential risks and impacts. Sub-project activities of IAs 

that may cause physical and/or economic displacement will not commence until such specific plans have been 

finalized and approved by the World Bank.  

This RF is prepared according to principles of Environmental and Social Standard 5 (ESS5) “Land Acquisition, 

Restrictions on Land Use and Involuntary Resettlement” of the World Bank’s (WB) Environmental and Social 

Framework (ESF). the main objective of this RF is to address the potential land based social risks and impacts 

identified in the environmental and social assessment, particularly with regard to the subprojects’ land take 

requirements. Once the subproject details are defined and the necessary information becomes available, this 

framework will be expanded into sub-project specific resettlement plan(s).  

Specific objectives of the RF are to 

 Provide information on the national legislation and international standards governing land 

expropriation; 

 Define potential land-based impacts and their magnitude, affected parties including vulnerable groups 
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 Set out the steps of land acquisition process and institutional arrangements 

 Define potential entitlements and prepare a strategy for achieving the objectives of the 

resettlement/land acquisition; 

 Provide a framework implementation to ensure timely acquisition of assets, provision of compensation 

and delivery of other benefits to project affected persons (PAPs); 

 Provide information on consultation, participation and grievance mechanisms in project planning and 

implementation; 

 Provide required resources for implementation of Resettlement Plan; 

 Provide an accessible mechanism for lodging grievances and a system for managing the received 

grievances received; 

 Provide a framework for supervision, monitoring and evaluation of resettlement implementation. 

 Provide guidance for preparing a resettlement budget 
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2. Policy, Legal and Regulatory Framework  
The main law governing the land acquisition in Government of Turkey GT is the Expropriation Law no. 2942 

which “regulates the procedures and methods of the procedures to be carried out in the expropriation of 

immovable properties owned by real and private legal entities, by the State and public legal entities in cases 

where the public interest requires it. (…) The provisions of this Law are also applied in expropriations to be 

made on behalf of real and private legal entities based on their private laws.”  

In addition to Law No. 2942 below regulations will be applied in land acquisitions within the context of the 

Project. 

 Regulation on Wastewater Collection and Disposal Systems1 

 Regulation on Supply and Distribution Systems of Potable and Utility Water2 

a. Gap Analysis between Country Legal Framework and World Bank ESF 
In this section Turkish legal framework will be analyzed with respect to requirements of ESS5 “Land Acquisition, 

Restrictions on Land Use and Involuntary Resettlement”. The paragraphs that are compatible with national 

legislation and/or handled within the context of other paragraphs are not written separately. 

The summary of the review on the national legislations and the WB’s requirements showing gaps and the 

measures is given in Table 3. Main aim of the measures is to ensure that displaced persons will keep on living in 

same or better standards prior to expropriation, easement or restriction to land. Resettlement policy adopted 

by the Project will be adhered to both the country’s laws for land acquisition and resettlement and WB ESS5. 

Where gaps exist between the country's laws and the WB ESS5, gap filling measures provided in this RF will 

prevail. 

Table 3: Gap analysis and measures on legislative framework 

Issue ESS5 National Policy and Identified 
Gaps 

Measures to Close the Gap 

Eligibility 
Classification 

Not only title deed 
holders, but also 
customary owners, 
tenants, public land 
users and squatters 
are entitled to 
compensation 

Being legal owner of the asset is 
the eligibility criteria for 
receiving monetary 
compensation via expropriation 
of land. 
 
User rights on public and 
private property and traditional 
rights (with the exception of 
forest lands that do not 
recognize user rights) are 
recognized following the recent 
changes in the Turkish legal 
framework.  

People who have no recognizable 
legal right or claim to the land or 
assets they occupy or use but their 
livelihood depends on the land such 
as seasonal resource users (herders, 
grazers, fishers, or hunters, etc.) 
should be considered as eligible for 
compensation. 

                                                                 
1 Resmî Gazete Tarihi: 06.01.2017 Resmî Gazete Sayısı: 29940 
2 Resmî Gazete Tarihi: 12.10.2017 Resmî Gazete Sayısı: 30208 
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Issue ESS5 National Policy and Identified 
Gaps 

Measures to Close the Gap 

Project Design Project designs 
should consider 
environmental, 
social and financial 
costs with specific 
emphasis on poor 
and vulnerable. 
Project designs 
should apply 
mitigation 
hierarchy. 
Involuntary 
resettlement should 
be avoided or 
minimized where 
feasible. 

Social costs and impacts on 
poor/vulnerable are not explicit 
criteria that should be 
considered. 
 
There is no provision regarding 
the avoiding or minimization of 
resettlement. 

The requests for land acquisition or 
restriction on land use should be 
justified with the requirements of 
the Project. 
 
If there will be a restriction on land 
use, the period should be clearly 
defined. 
 
Whether they own or possess the 
land or not, project generated 
gender impacts and impacts on the 
poor and vulnerable should be 
documented in detail. 
 
All project specific alternatives will 
be evaluated and the alternative 
that would result in a minimal level 
of resettlement is selected. 

Compensation 
and Benefits for 
Affected Persons 

Compensation is 
calculated at 
replacement cost 

Expropriation value is calculated 
at market value and 
depreciation cost is deducted 
from expropriation value. 
 
Registration and transfer taxes 
are not included in 
expropriation value. 

Compensation as the difference 
between the replacement cost and 
the expropriation cost will be 
calculated and transferred to 
affected parties. 
 
Resettlement cost will include any 
cost to restore the lives of affected 
parties at least the same level or 
better prior to expropriation, 
easement or land restriction. These 
can be moving allowances, 
livelihood assistance, transfer taxes, 
and etc. 

Transparency of 
procedures 

The calculation of 
compensation will 
be documented and 
distributed 
transparently. 

The estimated value for 
expropriation is not disclosed to 
affected party in negotiations 
for purchase. 

The calculation method and the 
value and the rate of the 
compensation factors should be 
disclosed to the affected person 
whether the compensation will be 
done through purchasing or court 
order. 
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Issue ESS5 National Policy and Identified 
Gaps 

Measures to Close the Gap 

Land 
replacement 

If the livelihood of 
the affected party 
depends on land, a 
replacement land 
which has equal or 
better 
characteristics will 
be offered (offers 
will differ according 
to eligibility 
classification). 

Replacement land can be 
offered in lieu of expropriation 
payment, but this is not set as 
the prior method if the 
livelihood of the owner depends 
on the land 

If the livelihood of the displaced 
person depends on land, land 
replacement (which is equal or 
better than the existing land in all 
aspects including productivity, 
services, and etc.) should be offered 
at first. If there is no equivalent 
land, it should be justified by 
documentation3. In situations where 
displaced persons are socio-
economically vulnerable, in-kind 
compensations or combination of 
cash and in-kind compensations will 
also be considered. 

Possession of 
acquired land 

The administration 
will take possession 
of acquired land 
and related assets 
only after the 
displaced parties 
resettled and all the 
compensations, 
allowances and 
assistances are 
made. 

The administration possesses 
the land after expropriation cost 
is paid to displaced person in 
advance. And, in case of specific 
projects stated in Article 3 of 
law no.2942, installments can 
be applied. 

The administration will pay 
expropriation cost in advance 
whatever the type of the project 
and it can use land only after 
resettlement costs are paid to the 
displaced persons. 

Escrow accounts Escrow accounts 
can be used in case 
of absentee 
owners, lengthy 
legal proceedings 
over disputes about 
the ownership of 
land and 
continuous 
rejections for the 
compensations 
without reasonable 
justification, with 
prior agreement of 
the Bank. 

Escrow accounts can be used 
with court decision; however, 
no contingency amount is 
reserved. 

In case of using escrow accounts, in 
addition to compensation cost, a 
contingency amount which will be 
determined together with the Bank 
will be deposited. 

Community 
engagement 

All people affected 
by land acquisition 
activities and other 
key stakeholders 
should be consulted 
and involved in 
resettlement 
planning 

There is no provision regarding 
the community engagement.  

Stakeholder Engagement Plan has 
been prepared for the 
implementation of all consultations 
throughout Project. The 
administration will carry out 
stakeholder engagements with 
displaced communities and host 
communities according to SEP. 

                                                                 
3 However, displaced person is free to choose between land replacement and cash compensation. 
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Issue ESS5 National Policy and Identified 
Gaps 

Measures to Close the Gap 

Gender Impacts ESS5 addresses 
gender-
differentiated 
aspects of impacts 
and opportunities, 
as well as gender-
responsive 
consultation 
process. Women’s 
perspectives in 
resettlement 
planning should be 
obtained. 

No considerations on gender 
impacts. 

Project’s consultation process will 
capture both men’s 
and women’s views, if necessary 
through separate 
forums or engagements. 
 
Women’s perspectives should be 
obtained in resettlement planning. If 
the owner is married and if the 
husband is the owner, the opinions 
of wife will also be considered.  

Grievance 
mechanism 

Project specific 
grievance 
mechanism will 
cover all issues 
raised by the 
affected persons. 

The use of a grievance 
mechanism is not 
provisioned. 

Project specific grievance 
mechanism will cover all issues 
raised by the affected persons. 

Planning and 
Implementation 

A census and asset 
inventory will be 
conducted to 
identify all affected 
persons and assets. 

 Inventory of assets are required 
by national law. Land 
acquisition through 
expropriation requires the 
preparation of a census of 
affected immovable assets, and 
a list of their owners. 
 
However; no surveys and 
consultations are required. 
Consultations for negotiated 
purchase of immovable assets 
are required by Article 8 of 
Expropriation Law. 

Since the eligibility classification will 
be revised under this Project, claims 
for eligibility should be taken into 
account as well as legal rights 
through; 

 Conducting a census to identify 
the affected persons and assets.  

 Establishing a cut-off date for 
eligibility. 
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3. Eligibility and Categories of Affected People 
ESS5 classifies affected persons in three categories which will be used in compensation calculations within the 

scope of the Project. 

Who have formal legal rights to land or assets: Title owners of and the persons who has lease on the land are 

among the persons classified in this category.  

Who do not have formal legal rights to land or assets, but have a claim to land or assets that is recognized or 

recognizable under national law: The cadastre of 99.48% of the lands in Turkey has been completed4. 

Therefore, although the likelihood of the presence of this category is very small, in cases where exists, their 

claims should be considered in the context of the Project. 

Who have no recognizable legal right or claim to the land or assets they occupy or use: Seasonal resource 

users, such as herders, grazers, fishers, or hunters unless they have a lease agreement and persons occupying 

land in violation of applicable laws are classified in this category. To define the persons in this category, a 

census will be performed which has a clear, well-disclosed and well-announced cut-off-date. The people in the 

project area should be well-informed that the claims after the cut-off-date will not be considered. 

All project affected persons, irrespective of their status or whether they have formal titles, legal rights or not, 

will be eligible for compensation and/or assistance, if they occupied the land before the entitlement cut-off 

date. 

a. Categories of Project Affected Persons (PAP) 
As stated in Project Overview, only sub-component 2.1b and 2.4b will have activities that should be considered 

within ESS5 “Land Acquisition, Restrictions on Land Use and Involuntary Resettlement” which are; 

 Sub-Component 2.1b: Pilot model for clustering greenhouse production around an efficient energy 

source (geothermal energy) 

Construction activities of enabling infrastructures of; 

o drilling wells, 

o pumping stations, 

o geothermal energy transmission pipelines, 

o electricity network and backup power lines, 

o water supply and sanitation network,  

o IT infrastructure, and 

o foundation drainage connection lines. 

 Sub-Component 2.4b: Reducing animal production pressures on water pollution and GHG emissions 

Construction activities of  

o Manure collection system 

o Biogas generation 

All of these activities will likely require land acquisition and will inevitably bring along temporary or permanent 

land use restrictions, rights of easement, impacts on livelihoods or removal of assets and structures from the 

land. However, physical displacement of people is not expected. 

The project affected persons (PAPs) of this Project is any person who is eligible (as defined in the previous 

section) and directly affected from the activities either economically or socially, and lost land, asset, income, 

means of livelihood or lost access to them. 

The approximate numbers of PAPs and potential relocation areas are are not known at the time of drafting this 

Resettlement Framework. Once the subproject details are defined and necessary information becomes 

available,, this information will be incorporated into RPs. 

                                                                 
4 https://www.tkgm.gov.tr/kadastro-db/turkiye%27nin-guncel-kadastro-durumu. Access date: 12.10.2021 

https://www.tkgm.gov.tr/kadastro-db/turkiye%27nin-guncel-kadastro-durumu
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b. Vulnerable Groups 
IAs will identify vulnerable groups that may exist in each investment through consultations and site visits 

conducted throughout land acquisition activities. This kind of identification will be done during social 

assessment (census implementation). Women farmers, seasonal workers (including refugees), landless farmers 

and users of public lands will be identified and informed on the project and their rights should they be 

impacted by the project. IAs will ensure that specific measures are taken to address the project related losses 

of vulnerable groups through the application of its entitlement matrix. 

Potential vulnerable groups who may be more likely to be adversely affected by the project impacts and/or 

more limited than others in their ability to take advantage of a project’s benefits are envisaged as; 

 squatters,  

 refugees,  

 migrant workers,  

 farmers as whole and specifically 

o young farmers, and 

o elder farmers,  

 people with disabilities 

 women, or 

 poorer. 

Specific measures for vulnerable groups are defined in the entitlement matrix. However, when displaced 

person will be offered for different kinds of compensations and if the displaced person is married, necessary 

engagement methods should be applied to ensure that final decision would be mutual decision of both 

husband and wife.  

In addition, particular attention will be paid to gender aspects and the needs of the poor and the vulnerable in 

the RPs. 

c. Cut Off Date 
As also mentioned in the previous sections, a census and asset inventory study will be conducted in order to 

identify the affected assets to be acquired, their usage and ownership status and formal/informal users, 

vulnerabilities and the eligible parties. The cut-off date for being eligible for compensation and/or resettlement 

assistance is the last day during which the census/inventory of assets is completed. Sufficient public awareness 

of the cut-off date will be given to the community through the responsible agencies, community elders and 

leaders. 

In Turkey, for the large-scale projects where land acquisition takes more than one year, “public benefit 

decision” is announced for 15 days in the office of village head. Following the end of this notification date costs 

of structures constructed after that date and the trees planted are not taken into account. Furthermore, 

Turkish resettlement framework includes specific cut off dates regarding application and eligibility to 

entitlement. The information about the cut-off date will be published in local newspapers, notice boards in 

local communities and relevant municipalities and at consultation meetings, with an accompanying explanation 

informing all owners and users of the initiation of the expropriation process.   
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4. Entitlements 

a. Principles Governing Compensation Strategy 
The principles adopted by the Project for compensation and assistance in accordance with the ESS5 are stated 

below [2];  

 Compensation should be provided in a timely manner. Land can be acquired by the Project only after 

when compensation has been made available and, where applicable, displaced people have been 

resettled and moving allowances have been provided to the displaced persons in addition to 

compensation. 

 Compensation costs have to be calculated at replacement cost which includes transaction costs. 

 Compensation should not contribute to impoverishment; it should cover all the impacts of 

displacement. 

 Compensation should be applied in conjunction with provisions that address the restoration or 

improvement of livelihoods. 

 The standards, formulas and rates of compensation for categories of land and fixed assets should be 

disclosed, made available and explained to affected persons and applied consistently with transparent 

procedures.  

b. Entitlement Matrix 
All the categories defined under section 3 are eligible to get compensation or assistance, which varies 

according to their category as set in Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı., in entitlement matrix. Entitled 

persons have free will to choose the compensation they want. However, general and special considerations 

should be taken into account by the organization that will acquire land. 

Table 4: Entitlement Matrix 

Type of 
Impact 

Entitled 
persons5 

Entitlements (Compensation, 
Assistance, Support) 

General considerations Considerations for vulnerable 
groups 

Physical displacement 

Loss of 
residential 
land 

A, B  Compensation in kind 
(replacement property), or  

 Cash compensation, or 

 In situ land development 
arrangements 

Offered replacement property should 
be of equal or higher value, 
equivalent or better characteristics, 
and advantages of location than the 
acquired one. 
 
 
 

When compensation in kind is 
chosen and the displaced person is 
married, the title should be prepared 
in a way that both wife and husband 
would have rights on the land. 

Relocation C  No compensation for land 

 Relocation assistance 

 Additional support to 
vulnerable groups during 
relocation (depending on 
their needs) 

Relocation assistance should be 
sufficient for them to restore their 
standards of living at an adequate 
alternative site. 

Additional measures may be 
necessary for vulnerable groups 
during physical relocation, 
particularly pregnant women, 
children, the elderly, and the 
disabled 

Loss of 
shelter 

A, B, C  Compensation in kind 
(replacement property), or  

 Cash compensation for 
affected property 
(including incomplete 
production and 
depreciation costs), 
transport expenses and 
transaction costs/legal fees 

Offered replacement property should 
be of equal or higher value, with 
security of tenure, equivalent or 
better characteristics, and 
advantages of location than the 
acquired one.  
 
Compensation in kind should be 
considered in lieu of cash. 

Compensation in kind should be 
considered in lieu of cash since 
short-term consumption of cash 
compensation can sometimes result 
in hardship for subsistence-based 
economies or poorer households. 
 
If cash compensation is provided, 
they should be trained or guided for 
using what they received effectively. 
 
Designs should, as appropriate, 

                                                                 
5 A: Who have formal legal rights to land or assets 
B: Who do not have formal legal rights to land or assets, but have a claim to land or assets that is recognized or 
recognizable under national law 
C: Who have no recognizable legal right or claim to the land or assets they occupy or use 
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Type of 
Impact 

Entitled 
persons5 

Entitlements (Compensation, 
Assistance, Support) 

General considerations Considerations for vulnerable 
groups 

reflect the special needs of persons 
with disabilities and the elderly to 
have housing and other facilities that 
are physically accessible. 
 
When compensation in kind is 
chosen, and the displaced person is 
the owner and married, the title 
should be prepared in a way that 
both wife and husband would have 
rights on the land. 

Economic displacement 

Loss of 
business 
and 
Loss of non-
residential 
immovable 
workplace 
structures 

Commercial 
enterprises6 

Cash compensation for; 

 the cost of identifying a 
viable alternative location, 

 the loss of net income 
during the period of 
transition, 

 the transfer and 
reinstallation of the plant, 
machinery, or other 
equipment, 

 reestablishing commercial 
activities 

  

Employees7  Cash compensation for 
temporary loss of wages, 
and 

 Assistance in identifying 
alternative employment 
opportunities 

  

Loss of 
agricultural 
lands / Loss 
of 
land-based 
livelihoods 

A, B  Compensation in kind 
(replacement land), or  

 Cash compensation 

When replacement land is offered, 
the combined characteristics of the 
land, such as productive potential, 
advantages of location, and security 
of tenure, as well as the legal nature 
of the land title or use rights are at 
least equivalent to those of the 
original site. 
 
If the replacement land is not 
available, this should be documented 
in a manner that potential 
replacement land options have been 
adequately evaluated. 
 
Cash compensation in lieu of 
compensation for land is meaningful 
when displaced persons (i) do not 
wish to continue their land-based 
livelihoods or (ii) prefer to purchase 
land on their own, or (iii) the land 
taken for the project is a small 
fraction of the affected asset and the 
residual land is economically viable. 

Compensation in kind should be 
considered in lieu of cash since 
short-term consumption of cash 
compensation can sometimes result 
in hardship for subsistence-based 
economies or poorer households. 
 
If cash compensation is provided, 
they should be trained or guided for 
using what they received effectively. 
 
When compensation in kind is 
chosen, and the displaced person is 
the owner and married, the title 
should be prepared in a way that 
both wife and husband would have 
rights on the land. 

C  Implement measures to 
allow access, or 

 Provide alternative 
resource, or 

 Livelihood restoration, and  

 Cash assistance (if needed) 
 
No compensation for land 

Livelihood restoration includes offers 
for alternative income earning 
opportunities, such as credit facilities, 
skills training, business start-up 
assistance, employment 
opportunities, or cash assistance 
additional to compensation for 
assets.  
 

 

                                                                 
6 Shops, restaurants, services, manufacturing facilities, and other enterprises, regardless of size and whether licensed or 
unlicensed. 
7 Whether they are legally employed or not 
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Type of 
Impact 

Entitled 
persons5 

Entitlements (Compensation, 
Assistance, Support) 

General considerations Considerations for vulnerable 
groups 

Loss of 
assets other 
than land 

A, B, C Compensation for the loss of 
assets 

Crops, trees, irrigation infrastructure 
and improvements to the land are 
among the assets that should be 
compensated. 

Acquiring land or setting restrictions 
to land should be avoided during 
harvest season as possible. 

Loss of 
access to 
assets 

C  Implement measures to 
allow access, or 

 Provide alternative 
resource, or 

 Livelihood restoration, and 

 Cash assistance (if needed) 

Livelihood restoration includes offers 
for alternative income earning 
opportunities, such as credit facilities, 
skills training, business start-up 
assistance, employment 
opportunities, or cash assistance 
additional to compensation for 
assets. 
 
 

 

 

c. Calculation for Compensation Payments 
According to Article 11 "Principles of determination of expropriation value” of Law no. 2942, below factors are 

taken into consideration while defining expropriation value; 

 The nature of the immovable property or resource , 

 The size of the immovable property or resource , 

 All the characteristics and elements, which could affect the value of the immovable property or 

resource, including the individual value of each element , 

 Tax declaration, if any, 

 Previous values of property determined by official bodies at the date of expropriation , 

 For lands, the net income that could be derived from the immovable property or resource (without 

undertaking any changes, using the immovable property or resource in the same conditions as of the 

expropriation date), . 

 For house plots, the amount for which equal (similar) house plots have been sold without any special 

purpose, prior to the date of expropriation, 

 For structures, official unit prices (annually issued by the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization) at 

the expropriation date, calculations of the cost of building, and depreciation for wear and tear, 

 Any other objective criteria that could affect the value of the property or resource,  

 For trees, there is criteria of being a fruit orchard or not. If the trees in a land are meeting the criteria 

of being a fruit orchard the valuation method of that land will be valuation of the land as a fruit 

orchard otherwise, value of each tree will be added to the value of the land 

Value of compensation for easement right establishment corresponds to the decrease in the value of asset or 

resource stemming from this expropriation. The easement value (compensation) of the land includes income 

losses. This compensation is determined by expropriation experts of responsible organization. 

In order to ensure that valuation of assets is in compliance with ESS5, in addition to the Turkish legal 

requirements listed above, the PIUs will follow the Entitlement Matrix which details the entitlements that will 

be necessary for each type of loss that can be suffered by project affected persons. 

Any person who will suffer loss or damage to land, an asset, business, trade or loss of access to productive 

resources, as a result of the project will be considered eligible for compensation and/or resettlement 

assistance. 

These legally defined criteria will be used in the Project and additionally below factors will be considered to 

reach the full compensation payments defined in the entitlement matrix. 

 Tax declaration might not reflect the actual value when the asset will be bought. 

 Appraisals made by official authorities on the expropriation date might be lower than the actual 

market price. 
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 Especially, in agricultural lands, the net income might change with suitable production methods 

 In buildings, official unit prices and building cost calculations might be lower than the market prices 

and depreciation is not a factor in most of the market prices. 

5. Institutional Arrangement 
General institutional arrangement of the Project is given in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Institutional Arrangement 

The role of the institutions in the resettlement activities are; 

 PIUs will 

o prepare sub-project specific RPs 

o carry out consultation processes for RP activities 

o conduct necessary land acquisition, easement, land restriction activities that are approved 

o carry out monitoring activities of the implementation of the RPs. 

o Verifies that livelihood restoration measures are implemented and assess their effectiveness 

o prepare semi-annual reports to PCU 

 PCUs will 

o develop the PIUs’ awareness of the requirements of the RF and RPs and Ex-Post Social 

Audits.be responsible for reviewing and submission of relevant documents 

o monitor all the resettlement activities of the Project as specified in the RF and RP(s) and 

report to verify compliance with commitments, identify problematic areas in implementation 

and suggest ways of resolving those 

o carry out ex-post social audits for previous land take activities, 

o screen sub-projects with respect to future land take requirement as well as recently 

completed land acquisition that may have legacy issues, 

o identify if there are land acquisition issues that will fall under ESS5, 

o provide the documentation of the Public Benefit decision which justifies the land acquisition 

as well as detailed information regarding landholdings and the anticipated costs of land 

acquisition 

o ensure that the resettlement plans that are prepared by PIUs are in accordance with ESS5. 

o  
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 WB will 

o review documents and give no objection 

PIUs and PCU will hire qualified social and land acquisition experts where necessary. 

Based on this general institutional arrangement, the workflow in resettlement plans will be as in   
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Workflow for resettlement activities 
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6. Consultation Framework, Disclosure Strategy and Grievance Mechanism 
As required by ESS5, this RF and subsequent RPs developed in further stages will be disclosed and consulted 

with affected parties. Feedback received during this consultation will be integrated into RF/RPs and submitted 

to the World Bank's final approval. After the approval of the World Bank, PCU at MoAF will publish both Turkish 

and English versions of the document on its official website, as well as sharing with the relevant local 

authorities and institutions. The RPs will also be presented through public consultation meetings to PAPs prior 

to the commencement of the land acquisition process, particularly to vulnerable groups in order to inform on 

the land based impacts of the project, legal rights and entitlements, and Project GM.The information will be 

disclosed in a timely manner and it should be simplified enough to be understandable by the target 

satakeholders. The benefits of disclosure are [3]; 

 It increases awareness about the project 

 It develops local decision making through two-way flow of information  

 It enhances ownership of the project by the affected person 

During the ESS5 related activities, necessary documents including  

 measurement of losses, 

 detailed asset valuation, 

 entitlements and special provisions, 

 timing of payments, and  

 displacement schedules 

should be disclosed before the consultations [5].  

The information will be disclosed through presentations, printouts, nontechnical summaries, project leaflets, 

and pamphlets using community public notice boards, website, media, billboards, Tarım TV 

(https://www.tarimtv.gov.tr/) and announcement in villages through speakers taking into account special 

needs of vulnerable groups stated in SEP. 

The final resettlement plans and semi-annual resettlement monitoring plans will also be disclosed through 

project’s website. 

Consultation Framework 

Consultation is an important part of the ESS5 related activities since it helps to minimize grievances and avoid 

some of the legal actions that affected parties might appeal for the inconveniences they had from the project, 

which might lead to lengthy legal processes and high costs. Consultations will start early in the development 

process and take place throughout the Project implementation in a highly participatory manner with ongoing 

feedback to stakeholders. The consultations will: 

 start right after the preparation of RF 

 made in timely manner with disclosed information before the consultations. 

 be transparent 

 be tailored for the specific needs of gender and vulnerable groups, and 

 be long enough to incorporate all relevant views. 

Engagement methods that will be adopted through the consultation process are as follows; 

 one-to-one conversations/ in-depth interviews, 

 focus group meetings,  

 workshops 

 public consultation meetings,  

 household surveys and 

 official correspondence and requests for information 
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Workshops, focus groups and public consultation meetings will be announced at least 15 days before the 

meetings using information disclosure methods. The time and venue of the meetings should be chosen 

carefully, to ensure the participation of all stakeholders. 

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, additional measures can be adopted during the disclosure and 

consultation processes. In case face-to-face meetings are forbidden or not recommended by relevant 

government authorities, meetings could be organized via virtual communication tools. Social media channels, 

SMS text messaging can be also used to disseminate the information. 

 

Grievance Mechanism 

The project shall have its own, project specific grievance mechanism announced in its and MoAF’s website with 

contact details. This grievance mechanism will cover all the issues raised in ESSs that are within the coverage of 

the Project except ESS2. It will have 2 tiers as PIUs and PCU. Following points should be taken into 

consideration in elaborating the grievance mechanism. 

 The stakeholder can make comment/complaint through different channels including website, e-mail, 

telephone, grievance forms or petitions. The deadline for responses should be clearly stated. 

 Petitions will be accepted by the Project focal points in District or Provincial Directorates of MoAF. 

 Grievance forms will be available at every consultation meeting and will be delivered upon request. 

 Grievances stated verbally in the consultation meetings will also be documented through meeting 

minutes and they will be processed as written in Review of Comments under section Hata! Başvuru 

kaynağı bulunamadı. and in this section. 

 If the received comment/complaint is not relevant to Project and if the application is not anonymous, 

then s/he will be informed back that comment/complaint s/he issued is not relevant to Project. 

 If the received comment/complaint is relevant to Project, s/he will be informed back within 30 days 

with the result unless the application was anonymous. 

 The applicant shall have choice to hide his or her identity or anonymously apply. 

 The stakeholders will be informed and guided that their first application should be at first tier basis. If 

the stakeholder is not satisfied with the result s/he gets from the first tier, then s/he will be free to 

appeal second tier. Or, in cases where the responsible party is the subject of complaint, the complaint 

can be directly done to second tier. In cases where the second tier is the subject of complaint, the 

complaints should be made by TİMER or CİMER. 

 Grievances will be registered in writing and maintained in a database that can be queried according to 

o Date and the registry number of the grievance 

o Type of the channel where the grievance is made through 

o If available, the specific activity of the subcomponent that is subject to grievance 

o Identity number, name (stakeholders will be free to provide this information) 

o Vulnerability status (including age, disability status, gender, etc. which will be defined 

specifically for the sub-component) 

o Category of the grievance (specifically defined for the sub-component) 

o Text and the attachments of the grievance (if any) 

o Deadline for the reply and the actual date if the grievance is replied. 

o Name of the authority, that will handle the grievance 

o Proposed solution for the grievance. 

o The satisfaction of the stakeholder from the solution (if can be obtained) 

o Comments of the authority that replied for the grievance (if any) 

 In registry and filing of grievances, the provisions of Personal Data Protection Law No. 6698 is should 

be used as the mainframe, and the stakeholders should be informed precisely about the process of the 

grievance mechanism and how the data they provided will be stored, used and reported. 

 The database should be accessible to authorized personnel in PIUs and PCUs  
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Finally, if the stakeholder does not satisfy with the results of this grievance mechanism, stakeholder will be 

notified that s/he can apply national courts. 
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7. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)      
The monitoring and evaluation will be executed to assess whether the objectives of the resettlement plan is 

achieved or not.  

Monitoring will be done by PIUs and reported on a frequency of quarterly or semiannually as required by WB 

to PCU and WB based on the monitoring indicators. 

RPs will define indicators to be monitored in order to reveal the progress of the resettlement plans. While, sub-

project specific indicators might be added, general monitoring indicators of the Project are set in Table 5.  

Table 5: Monitoring indicators 

Issue Indicators 

General impacts  Number of impacts (land acquisition, easement, land restriction) by project 
activities 

 Size of the affected areas by ownership (public, private), impact and project 
activity. 

 Number of affected assets by ownership (public, private),impact and project 
activity. 

 Information on effects on the public or community infrastructure, property or 
services 

Eligibility  Number of affected people by eligibility criteria in ESS5, livelihood resource and 
vulnerability (including gender). 

 Number of affected people defined in Law no. 2942. 

Valuation & 
Compensation 

 Expropriation values for each asset according to Law no. 2942. 

 Compensation values for each asset according ESS5 

 Other resettlement costs by each eligible affected person. 

Community 
participation 

 Number of consultations by methods 

 Number of participants in by consultations 

 Distribution of number of participants in consultations by gender and 
vulnerability status 

 Number of vulnerable PAPs consulted 

 Number of information disclosures and consultations specifically tailored for 
vulnerable groups (including gender) 

Reconciliation  Number of land acquisitions or easements done by Article 8 of Law no. 2942. 

 Number of land acquisitions or easements done by Article 10 of Law no. 2942. 

Grievance  Number of grievances by category 

 Number of grievances reported by vulnerable PAPs 

 % of grievances resolved within the stipulated timeframe 
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8. Budget 
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9. Generic Aspects of the Implementation Schedule 
The Project’s resettlement activities will be performed in compliance with the national Expropriation Law and 

World Bank’s ESS 5. National Laws and international safeguard policies will guide the Project’s resettlement 

activities. 

There will be several parties that will take place in the preparation, implementation and monitoring of RF 

activities. XX will be mainly responsible for the implementation of all land acquisition and resettlement 

activities of the sub-projects. 

Social experts to be assigned at PIUs of IAs will work closely with PCU and monitor land acquisition activities to 

ensure that land acquisition activities are executed in line with all relevant national legislation and ESS5. Other 

key responsibilities of social experts will be ensuring that necessary mitigation measures/actions are 

implemented for the implementation of RF, that proper approaches and tools are being used to conduct site 

activities in compliance with RF as well as other Project requirements, coordinating stakeholder engagement 

activities as specified in Project’s Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP), coordinating interface and reporting 

to/from World Bank in relation to implementation of RP, measuring and reporting RP performance of the 

Project as defined under related Project plans, procedures and requirements, providing support for 

coordination of RP related programs as deemed necessary. 

Before any subproject activity is implemented and civil works commence, PAPs will be compensated in 

accordance with ESS5. The land acquisition will be completed within the preparatory stage of the beginning of 

relevant project activities. Social experts with experience on the WB’s ESSs …………….The schedule is expected 

to ensure that all PAPs, prior to their physical or economic displacement will: 

 have been adequately consulted about the project, its impacts and compensation entitlements, 

 have received compensation entitlements in a timely manner, 

 have been provided with means to establishing livelihoods. 

Resettlement activities and tools which are expected to be performed by IAs under sub-components XXXXXXX 

are presented in Table XX below. As the table shows, responsibility for implementation of resettlement 

processes and tools lies at the XXXXX.  

Table 6. Resettlement Process and Responsible Parties 

Activity Responsible Party 

Preperation 

Final design of each investment and site selection  

Assignment of Department/Officer/Expert on land 
acquisition issues  

 

Census and social baseline study  

Valuation of assets subject to land acquisition  

Preparation of draft RP  

Disclosure of draft RP  

Disclosure of the Final RP  

Operating GM  

Implementation 

Consultations with PAPs and other stakeholders on 
land requirements of the Project 

 

Negotiations for identification of compensation 
mechanisms 

 

Implementation of compensation mechanisms  

RP implementation  

Monitoring and reporting of RP implementation   
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Closure 

Preparation of draft RP Completion Report  

Submission of draft RP Completion Report  

Finalization of the RP Completion Report  

Disclosure of RP Completion Report(s)  

 

The detailed activity schedule for the resettlement activities will be finalized during the preparation of RP when 

specific start and end dates are known. 
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Annex 1: Social Screening Form for Resettlement 

Sub-Project Title  

Location  

ESS5: Land Acquisition, Restrictions on Land Use and Involuntary Resettlement Yes/No/Maybe 

1. Would the sub-project likely to have footprint?  

Answer rest of the questions only if you answered “Yes” or “Maybe” to Item 1. 

2. Have any or all of the project area been acquired on behalf of the 
Administration after 15.07.2021? 

 

3. If some or all part of the sub-project area is owned by the Administration, are 
there any legal or illegal economic activities or physical settlements? 

 

4. Would the Project potentially involve land acquisition?  

5. Would the Project potentially involve easement?  

6. Would the Project potentially involve restriction on land use?  

Answer rest of the questions only if you answered “Yes” or “Maybe” to Item 4, 5, or 6. 

7. Have alternative project design options for avoiding resettlement been 
rigorously considered? 

 

 

Date: 

Name of the Organization: 

Name and Signature 
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Annex 2: Minimum Elements of the Resettlement Plan8 

 Executive summary 

 Description of the project 

General description of the project and identification of the project area. 

 Potential impacts 

o Identification of: 

 The project components or activities that give rise to displacement, explaining why the 

selected land must be acquired for use within the time frame of the project; 

 The zone of impact of such components or activities; 

 The scope and scale of land acquisition and impacts on structures and other fixed assets; 

 Any project-imposed restrictions on use of, or access to, land or natural resources; 

 Alternatives considered to avoid or minimize displacement and why those were rejected; 

and 

 The mechanisms established to minimize displacement, to the extent possible, during 

project implementation. 

 Objectives 

The main objectives of the resettlement program. 

 Census survey and baseline socioeconomic studies 

The findings of a household-level census identifying and enumerating affected persons, and, with the 

involvement of affected persons, surveying land, structures, and other fixed assets to be affected by the 

project. The census survey also serves other essential functions: 

o Identifying characteristics of displaced households, including a description of production systems, 

labor, and household organization; and baseline information on livelihoods (including, as relevant, 

production levels and income derived from both formal and informal economic activities) and 

standards of living (including health status) of the displaced population; 

o Information on vulnerable groups or persons for whom special provisions may have to be made; 

o Identifying public or community infrastructure, property or services that may be affected; 

o Providing a basis for the design of, and budgeting for, the resettlement program; 

o In conjunction with establishment of a cut-off date, providing a basis for excluding ineligible 

people from compensation and resettlement assistance; and 

o Establishing baseline conditions for monitoring and evaluation purposes. 

As the Bank may deem relevant, additional studies on the following subjects may be required to 

supplement or inform the census survey: 

o Land tenure and transfer systems, including an inventory of common property natural resources 

from which people derive their livelihoods and sustenance, nontitle-based usufruct systems 

(including fishing, grazing, or use of forest areas) governed by local recognized land allocation 

mechanisms, and any issues raised by different tenure systems in the project area; 

o The patterns of social interaction in the affected communities, including social networks and 

social support systems, and how they will be affected by the project; and 

o Social and cultural characteristics of displaced communities, including a description of formal and 

informal institutions (e.g., community organizations, ritual groups, nongovernmental 

organizations (NGOs)) that may be relevant to the consultation strategy and to designing and 

implementing the resettlement activities. 

 Legal framework 

The findings of an analysis of the legal framework, covering: 

o The scope of the power of compulsory acquisition and imposition of land use restriction and the 

nature of compensation associated with it, in terms of both the valuation methodology and the 

timing of payment; 

                                                                 
8 Taken from [2] 
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o The applicable legal and administrative procedures, including a description of the remedies 

available to displaced persons in the judicial process and the normal time frame for such 

procedures, and any available grievance redress mechanisms that may be relevant to the project; 

o Laws and regulations relating to the agencies responsible for implementing resettlement 

activities; and 

o Gaps, if any, between local laws and practices covering compulsory acquisition, imposition of land 

use restrictions and provision of resettlement measures and ESS5, and the mechanisms to bridge 

such gaps. 

 Institutional framework 

The findings of an analysis of the institutional framework covering: 

o The identification of agencies responsible for resettlement activities and NGOs/CSOs that may 

have a role in project implementation, including providing support for displaced persons; 

o An assessment of the institutional capacity of such agencies and NGOs/CSOs; and 

o Any steps that are proposed to enhance the institutional capacity of agencies and NGOs/CSOs 

responsible for resettlement implementation. 

 Eligibility 

Definition of displaced persons and criteria for determining their eligibility for compensation and other 

resettlement assistance, including relevant cut-off dates. 

 Valuation of and compensation for losses 

The methodology to be used in valuing losses to determine their replacement cost; and a description of 

the proposed types and levels of compensation for land, natural resources, and other assets under local 

law and such supplementary measures as are necessary to achieve replacement cost for them. 

 Community participation 

Involvement of displaced persons (including host communities, where relevant): 

o A description of the strategy for consultation with, and participation of, displaced persons in the 

design and implementation of the resettlement activities; 

o A summary of the views expressed and how these views were taken into account in preparing the 

resettlement plan; 

o A review of the resettlement alternatives presented and the choices made by displaced persons 

regarding options available to them; and 

o Institutionalized arrangements by which displaced people can communicate their concerns to 

project authorities throughout planning and implementation, and measures to ensure that such 

vulnerable groups as Indigenous Peoples, ethnic minorities, the landless, and women are 

adequately represented. 

 Implementation schedule 

An implementation schedule providing anticipated dates for displacement, and estimated initiation and 

completion dates for all resettlement plan activities. The schedule should indicate how the resettlement 

activities are linked to the implementation of the overall project. 

 Costs and budget 

Tables showing categorized cost estimates for all resettlement activities, including allowances for inflation, 

population growth, and other contingencies; timetables for expenditures; sources of funds; and 

arrangements for timely flow of funds, and funding for resettlement, if any, in areas outside the 

jurisdiction of the implementing agencies. 

 Grievance mechanism 

The plan describes affordable and accessible procedures for third party settlement of disputes arising from 

displacement or resettlement; such grievance mechanisms should take into account the availability of 

judicial recourse and community and traditional dispute settlement mechanisms. 

 Monitoring and evaluation 

Arrangements for monitoring of displacement and resettlement activities by the implementing agency, 

supplemented by third-party monitors as considered appropriate by the Bank, to ensure complete and 

objective information; performance monitoring indicators to measure inputs, outputs, and outcomes for 

resettlement activities; involvement of the displaced persons in the monitoring process; evaluation of 
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results for a reasonable period after all resettlement activities have been completed; using the results of 

resettlement monitoring to guide subsequent implementation. 

 Arrangements for adaptive management.  

The plan should include provisions for adapting resettlement implementation in response to unanticipated 

changes in project conditions, or unanticipated obstacles to achieving satisfactory resettlement outcomes. 

 Annexes  

If the resettlement involves physical and/or economic displacements; 

o Physical Displacement 

 Transitional assistance 

The plan describes assistance to be provided for relocation of household members and 

their possessions (or business equipment and inventory). The plan describes any 

additional assistance to be provided for households choosing cash compensation and 

securing their own replacement housing, including construction of new housing. If 

planned relocation sites (for residences or businesses) are not ready for occupancy at the 

time of physical displacement, the plan establishes a transitional allowance sufficient to 

meet temporary rental expenses and other costs until occupancy is available. 

 Site selection, site preparation, and relocation 

When planned relocation sites are to be prepared, the resettlement plan describes the 

alternative relocation sites considered and explains sites selected, covering: 

 Institutional and technical arrangements for identifying and preparing relocation 

sites, whether rural or urban, for which a combination of productive potential, 

locational advantages, and other factors is better or at least comparable to the 

advantages of the old sites, with an estimate of the time needed to acquire and 

transfer land and ancillary resources; 

 Identification and consideration of opportunities to improve local living 

standards by supplemental investment (or through establishment of project 

benefit-sharing arrangements) in infrastructure, facilities, or services; 

 Any measures necessary to prevent land speculation or influx of ineligible 

persons at the selected sites; 

 Procedures for physical relocation under the project, including timetables for 

site preparation and transfer; and 

 Legal arrangements for regularizing tenure and transferring titles to those 

resettled, including provision of security of tenure for those previously lacking 

full legal rights to land or structures. 

 Housing, infrastructure, and social services 

Plans to provide (or to finance local community provision of) housing, infrastructure (e.g., 

water supply, feeder roads), and social services (e.g., schools, health services); plans to 

maintain or provide a comparable level of services to host populations; any necessary 

site development, engineering, and architectural designs for these facilities. 

 Environmental protection and management 

A description of the boundaries of the planned relocation sites; and an assessment of the 

environmental impacts of the proposed resettlement and measures to mitigate and 

manage these impacts (coordinated as appropriate with the environmental assessment 

of the main investment requiring the resettlement). 

 Consultation on relocation arrangements 

The plan describes methods of consultation with physically displaced persons on their 

preferences regarding relocation alternatives available to them, including, as relevant, 

choices related to forms of compensation and transitional assistance, to relocating as 

individual households, families, or with preexisting communities or kinship groups, to 

sustaining existing patterns of group organization, and for relocation of, or retaining 

access to, cultural property (e.g., places of worship, pilgrimage centers, cemeteries). 

 Integration with host populations 
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Measures to mitigate the impact of planned relocation sites on any host communities, 

including: 

 Consultations with host communities and local governments; 

 Arrangements for prompt tendering of any payment due the hosts for land or 

other assets provided in support of planned relocation sites; 

 Arrangements for identifying and addressing any conflict that may arise 

between those resettled and host communities; and 

 Any measures necessary to augment services (e.g., education, water, health, 

and production services) in host communities to meet increased demands upon 

them, or to make them at least comparable to services available within planned 

relocation sites. 

o Economic Displacement 

 Direct land replacement 

For those with agricultural livelihoods, the resettlement plan provides for an option to 

receive replacement land of equivalent productive value, or demonstrates that sufficient 

land of equivalent value is unavailable. Where replacement land is available, the plan 

describes methods and timing for its allocation to displaced persons. 

 Loss of access to land or resources 

For those whose livelihood is affected by loss of land or resource use or access, including 

common property resources, the resettlement plan describes means to obtain 

substitutes or alternative resources, or otherwise provides support for alternative 

livelihoods. 

 Support for alternative livelihoods 

For all other categories of economically displaced persons, the resettlement plan 

describes feasible arrangements for obtaining employment or for establishing a business, 

including provision of relevant supplemental assistance including skills training, credit, 

licenses or permits, or specialized equipment. As warranted, livelihood planning provides 

special assistance to women, minorities, or vulnerable groups who may be disadvantaged 

in securing alternative livelihoods. 

 Consideration of economic development opportunities 

The resettlement plan identifies and assesses any feasible opportunities to promote 

improved livelihoods as a result of resettlement processes. This may include, for 

example, preferential project employment arrangements, support for development of 

specialized products or markets, preferential commercial zoning and trading 

arrangements, or other measures. Where relevant, the plan should also assess the 

feasibility of prospects for financial distributions to communities, or directly to displaced 

persons, through establishment of project-based benefit-sharing arrangements. 

 Transitional support 

The resettlement plan provides transitional support to those whose livelihoods will be 

disrupted. This may include payment for lost crops and lost natural resources, payment 

of lost profits for businesses, or payment of lost wages for employees affected by 

business relocation. The plan provides that the transitional support continues for the 

duration of the transition period. 
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Annex 3: Ex-post Social Assessment Format 

 Description of the Sub-Project 

General description of the sub-project and identification of the sub-project area 

 Key dates of implementation  

Start and end dates of acquisition process, timing of negotiations etc. 

 Project’s Land-Based Impacts and Groups Impacted 

Brief assessment of the following: 

o The sub-project activities that gave rise to land acquisition, explaining why the selected land was 

acquired/rented; 

o Number of parcels and PAPs subject to land acquisition 

Permanent Temporary 
Total 

Purchased Easement Rental 

# of parcels # of PAPs # of parcels # of PAPs # of parcels # of PAPs # of parcels # of PAPs 

        

o Profile of PAPs and communities impacted by project’s land take requirements (including 

definition of vulnerable groups, if any) 

o The scope and scale of land acquisition and impacts on structures and other fixed assets (if any); 

o Any project-imposed restrictions on use of, or access to, land or natural resources; 

o Alternatives considered to avoid or minimize displacement and why those were rejected; and 

o The mechanisms established to minimize displacement, to the extent possible, during project 

implementation.  

 Applied Land Acquisition Approach 

Approach adopted and actions taken by sponsor to acquire land.  

o Any decisions obtained such as public interest decision for land acquisition 

o Any practices of willing buyer/willing seller (WB/WS) 

o Application of national law on expropriation (normal acquisition process, urgent expropriation) 

o Arrangements made for rental lands 

o Entitlement Matrix 

Type of loss Entitled persons Compensation 
policy 

General 
considerations 

Considerations 
for vulnerable 
groups 

     

 

o Valuation method applied to determine compensation (include justification that payments were 

made at replacement cost, use comparative tables to showcase current market prices and 

compensation paid) 

o Compensation arrangements and payments (information on how and when the payments were 

made, when the process finalized) 

o Any additional measures taken to restore loss of livelihoods  

 Public Awareness and Engagement Activities Carried Out 

o Any designated staff for engaging with stakeholders including PAPs 

o Consultations with dates and purpose carried out up to date 

 Project’s Grievance Strategy 

o Grievance management  

o Tools/methods employed for grievances collection 

o Grievances received up to date (subject and number of grievances, open or resolved, gender 

disaggregated) 

 Non-Compliance and Proposed Suggestions 

o Any non-compliances with governing national laws or Bank’s ESS5 
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o Suggestions and corrective actions to be considered 


